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Abstract—Due to the prohibitive costs of semiconductor manufacturing, most system-on-chip design companies outsource their production to offshore foundries. As most of these devices are manufactured in environments of limited trust that often lack appropriate oversight, a number of different threats have emerged. These include unauthorized overproduction of the integrated circuits (ICs), sale of out-of-specification/rejected ICs discarded by manufacturing tests, piracy of intellectual property, and reverse engineering of the designs. Over the years, researchers have proposed different metering and obfuscation techniques to enable trust in outsourced IC manufacturing, where the design is obfuscated by modifying the underlying functionality and only activated by using a secure obfuscation key. However, Boolean satisfiability-based algorithms have been shown to efficiently break key-based obfuscation methods, and thus circumvent the primary objectives of metering and obfuscation. In this paper, we present a novel secure cell design for implementing the design-for-security infrastructure to prevent leaking the key to an adversary under any circumstances. Importantly, our design does not limit the testability of the chip during the normal manufacturing flow in any way, including post-silicon validation and debug. Our proposed design is resistant to various known attacks at the cost of a very little (<1%) area overhead.

Index Terms—Design for security (DFS), integrated circuit (IC) overproduction, obfuscation, piracy, reverse engineering (RE).

I. INTRODUCTION

COUNTERFEITING and piracy have become major problems in the twenty-first century due to the globalization of the semiconductor industry [2]–[4]. Because of the persistent trend of device scaling and the resulting increase in the complexity of the fabrication process, most companies designing system-on-chips (SoCs) no longer maintain a fabrication unit (foundry or fab) of their own. Costs for building and maintaining such foundries are reported to be more than several billions of dollars [5]. This leads to the adaptation of horizontal integration in the semiconductor industry where the SoC designers contract foundries and assemblies for production. In parallel, the continuous trend of device scaling has enabled designers to fit more and more functionality on an SoC to reduce overall area and cost of a system. As the complexity of modern SoCs grows exponentially, it is virtually impossible to design a complete system by an SoC designer alone. Therefore, the semiconductor industry has shifted gears to the concept of design reuse rather than designing the whole SoC from scratch. Due to the lack of transparency and the resulting lack of trust may lead to the following vulnerabilities.

1) Integrated circuit (IC) overproduction: An untrusted foundry/assembly can produce more number of unauthorized chips [6]–[14] and can make illegitimately larger profits by selling them in the market as no research and development cost is incurred during production. Moreover, they can also practically overbuild chips at zero cost by manipulating the yield information [14]–[17].

2) Out-of-specification/defective ICs from manufacturing: Due to the imperfect manufacturing and assembly processes, foundry/assembly discards defective chips and sends defect free chips to the market. In a trusted environment, these defective chips are always scrapped. However, an untrusted entity in the production process (a rogue employee) can source these rejected defective chips to the gray market [14]. The application of these chips in a critical infrastructure can cause significant damage.

3) Intellectual property (IP) piracy and reverse engineering (RE): An untrusted foundry or its rogue employee can pirate the details of an SoC (e.g., test patterns and mask information) to a competitor company or make one or more illegitimate copies of the original IPs [13], [18]–[20]. The design details of an SoC can be reconstructed from the mask information by RE, which ultimately help to make cloned ICs [21], [22]. An untrusted foundry can also add some extra features to the SoC to introduce a backdoor or a hardware Trojan into these clone chips.

In this paper, we present a novel design-for-security (DFS) architecture to prevent the aforementioned attacks by obfuscating a netlist. The chips must be activated to unlock their full functionality before shipped them to the market. We insert locks in the netlist in such a way that the commercial automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) tools can generate test patterns without having the obfuscation key. This will provide support for performing manufacturing tests before the activation of the chips. We have added a scan flip-flop (FF) to drive a key bit such that an ATPG tool can reach to the obfuscated portion of...
the circuit. We have provided the support such that an unlocked circuit (fully functional) blocks the scan out capability when an adversary attempts to dump the functional responses captured in the FFs through the scan chains. Due to the unavailability of scan data that contains the obfuscation key, existing attacks become unfeasible (see Section VI-A1). Note that the chips can be fully functional and structural tests can be carried out with the help of the key only in a secure environment, which can provide postsilicon debug and diagnosis support.

A. Contributions

The key contributions of this paper are as follows.

1) Support for test before activation: Our locked design does not require the obfuscation key during manufacturing tests and allows full scan-based structural manufacturing tests at the potentially untrusted foundry on the obfuscated design. Such structural tests can comprehensively test the circuit for virtually all faults (e.g., stuck-at, transition, and path delay faults [23]), even though the circuit is still locked. A foundry can perform the complete range of manufacturing tests on the locked chips without the need for any change in the normal IC fabrication and test flow.

2) No capture of keys during scan tests: The chip can also be tested, using both structural and functional tests, by untrusted end users, after the IC has been unlocked by programming the obfuscation key into the chip in a secure environment. This is allowable because our proposed solution prevents the capture of any information related to the keys during scan testing performed on even an unlocked chip. Any structural tests applied at this stage still operate on the locked obfuscated design. Basically, the programmed keys are disabled during scan-based tests. However, normal functional tests can obviously be performed on an unlocked chip configured for full functionality. The lack of access to a scan shift capability in conjunction with unlocked full functionality is a design feature that prevents an adversary from using scan to perform satisfiability (SAT)-based attacks on an unlocked IC to recover the key.

3) Disabling scan dump after functional mode: Furthermore, our DFS design blocks any direct transition from functional mode to scan mode. This is also a necessary feature to achieve complete protection against SAT-based attacks. Note that blocking the possibility of a scan dump in the midst of functional operation eliminates the availability of a “golden” functional circuit or “oracle” (an unlocked functional IC) with internal state visibility. In SAT-based attacks, a small set of distinguishing input scan test patterns (DIPs) are obtained from the locked circuit and incorrect keys are ruled out by any observed mismatches when the responses using candidate keys are compared with those from an unlocked functional IC or oracle. However, in the absence of visibility into the many internal FF states of a sequential circuit, any comparison of just the observable output signals provides very minimal information for each applied input pattern. This dramatically increases the complexity of any SAT-based attack, making it virtually impossible to apply against a large sequential design.

4) Post-Si validation and debug support: However, blocking any scan dump in the middle of functional operation can greatly complicate design error diagnosis and debug. Observe that logic design bugs and the obfuscation keys have a similar impact on the circuit; they both transform a good functional design into a faulty one. Consequently, preventing discovery of the obfuscation keys while at the same time providing support for logic error discovery and debug is inherently contradictory goals. Our proposed DFS architecture overcomes this problem with a novel design feature that necessitates availability of the actual obfuscation key for scan dump activation in the functional mode; having an unlocked chip is not sufficient. Recall that the key cannot be recovered from an unlocked chip. Thus, design debug, as well as key discovery using SAT or other formal methods, cannot be performed by an untrusted user. However, as described later in this paper, a full design debug capability is supported at a trusted site where the actual obfuscation key is available.

In summary, our DFS architecture is the first secure design that provides complete support for structural manufacturing tests, postsilicon validation and debug, and full in-system test capability, all with a very small area overhead. With respect to pinout, our proposed architecture requires only one additional global signal pin (Test).

While studying the robustness of the DFS architecture against SAT-based attacks, we have also developed a novel new attack that can discover the obfuscation keys for a sequential circuit in an efficient manner. This is a second significant contribution of this paper. We call this as the greedy attack. In this attack, an adversary simulates an obfuscated logic cone with just a few random patterns to rule out a hypothesis key. Note that the number of key bits can be very small for a logic cone when the key gates are uniformly distributed throughout a sequential circuit, which consists of thousands of cones for a modern design. This is a probabilistic attack, and it cannot guarantee the elimination all possible incorrect key combinations. However, our experimental results show that we can eliminate a hypothesis key with few random patterns in most cases. Furthermore, greedy attack can be performed in combination with SAT-based attacks to efficiently find the key. Fortunately, this attack can also be prevented completely by our proposed DFS architecture.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we present the background and related works. In Section III, we introduce the brute force attack based on logic cones. We also present a novel greedy attack in this section to efficiently estimate the secret key. We present our proposed DFS architecture in Section IV. In Section V, we describe our proposed approach to prevent IC overproduction and piracy and manufacturing rejection. We perform a detail evaluation of our proposed implementation in Section VI. We conclude this paper in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Various countermeasures have been proposed in recent years to address the aforementioned threats. These solutions can be broadly classified into—logic obfuscation [8], [12], [24]–[26], IC metering [6]–[12], [14], [27], hardware watermarking [19], [28], [30], [31], and split manufacturing [32], [33]. Logic obfuscation and IC metering can potentially address all these attacks simultaneously. Moreover, IC metering can also be achieved through appropriate key management during logic obfuscation. IC metering aims to prevent all the aforementioned attacks by attempting to give the control over the IC manufacturing to the SoC designer [6]–[12], [14], [27]. These approaches can be either passive or active. Passive approaches register all new authorized ICs by incorporating physically unclonable functions [34]–[38] in each copy and then storing their challenge–response pairs in a secure database. Later, any suspect ICs taken from the market can be checked for proper registration. Active metering approaches are designed to automatically lock each new IC that is manufactured by a foundry until it is unlocked (activated) by the authorized SoC designers. Active metering can be efficiently implemented through logic obfuscation. This is a technique where a design is transformed to a different one to obfuscate the inner details of the original design [8], [12], [20], [24], [26], [39]. Only on the application of a programmed secret key can make these transformations reversed, thus preserving the original functionality.

Roy et al. [8] first proposed to obfuscate a netlist by using a set of XOR/XNOR gates which can only be unlocked by using a key. Unfortunately, this design is not resistant to RE as the key controlled gates are directly related to their key bits (XOR and XNOR gates indicate 0 and 1 at the key location, respectively) and vulnerable to key sensitization attacks [24].

The solutions to prevent key discovery proposed by Rajendran et al. [24] appear to adequately address the above issues. However, Subramanyan et al. [40] have shown that the key in an activated circuit can always be exposed using scan-based manufacturing tests through SAT-based analysis. The SAT-based analysis algorithm [40] finds the correct key by ruling out incorrect ones iteratively, by using DIPs. For simplicity, the logic cone schematic is shown in Fig. 1(a) is obfuscated by two key bits, \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \). Here, a logic cone is a combinational logic unit that represents a Boolean function, and generally bordered by FFs and input/output ports. Assume that this cone produces different outputs for \( k_1 = 0 \) and \( k_1 = 1 \) for some input pattern \( [a_1 \ a_2 \ldots a_n] \). Then, by observing the correct response from an activated working chip, the correct key (\( k_1 = 0 \) or 1) can be determined. Guin et al. [14], [17] proposed placing multiple FFs capturing signals controlled by different key bits [shown in Fig. 1(d)] at the same level of the parallel scan chains used in current test compression methodologies [41], [42], thereby exploiting the output compression architecture to address SAT-based attacks. Fig. 1(d) shows the architecture, where the keys \( (k_1 \text{ and } k_2) \) are placed at the same level (location 4) in scan chains 1 and 2 (SC1 and SC2). It appears impossible to perform SAT-based attacks that discover both \( k_1 \text{ and } k_2 \), as an adversary cannot access individual scan cells from the compressed output \( O_1 \). One cannot determine the key bits \( k_1 \text{ and } k_2 \) as they are equally likely in the key.

A vulnerability still remains with this design in view of advances in SAT-based formal tools that can support analysis over multiple sequential clock cycles. The key may be exposed to the adversary through multicyle tests, such as delay tests to detect transition delay faults and path delay faults [23]. During these tests, the circuit response is captured multiple times (typically 2 for timing tests), which is shown in Fig. 1(b). In the first clock cycle, the key bits \( k_1 \text{ and } k_2 \) are captured at FF\( k_1 \) and FF\( k_2 \). Now, this key information is captured in the second clock cycle at FF\( Y \) [see Fig. 1(c)] which can be located in a different scan chain (location 8 in SC3). Thus, an adversary can perform a multicyle attack using a SAT-based approach. So even if the designer attempts to obscure the capture of key FF\( k_1 \) and FF\( k_2 \) at the end of the first cycle, an attacker can capture two or more clock cycles (FF\( Y \)) to perform a SAT-based analysis.

Various other countermeasures have been proposed in recent years toward preventing SAT-based attacks. Yasin et al. [43] proposed SARLock, where a small comparator circuit is added in the design to ensure the exponential complexity of key bits. The main idea of SARLock is to make sure that each DIP can
determine only one wrong key. In addition, they propose a two-layer or hybrid obfuscation mechanism, which consists of SARLock and strong logic locking (SLL) [44]. However, SARLock scheme can be broken by double DIP attack [45]. Moreover, SARLock and SLL cannot provide adequate attack resistance [46]. In another approach, Xie and Srivastava [47] proposed to add an anti-SAT block such that the exponential complexity of key search space can be preserved to protect a netlist from SAT-based attacks. Unfortunately, this scheme can also be broken by signal probability skew attack [48]. Recently, Xu et al. [46] proposed bypass attack to bypass SAT-resistant schemes. Moreover, Yasin et al. [49] proposed a solution where the testing can be performed without activating the key. The key can be embedded in the manufacturing test patterns, or a dummy key can be applied during the test. As the functional response contains the key information, the solution can be vulnerable to the attack based on scan data [24], [50]. A different set of decamouflaging attacks have been proposed to break the security of the camouflaging circuits [51], [52]. Keshavarz et al. [53] proposed a solution that can circumvent this attack. Recently, Yasin et al. [54] proposed stripped-functionality logic locking to prevent existing attacks. No attacks have been reported so far. However, the implementation overhead can be large (e.g., 8% area overhead) for this secure implementation. Our objective is thus to design a low-cost secure solution that prevents SAT-based attacks and satisfies all the key requirements (described in Section IV-A).

We believe that SAT-based attacks are only possible due to availability of an oracle (an unlocked functional chip), that exposes the correct functionality (responses captured in the internal FFs) through scan chains. SAT-based attacks can be prevented completely, as it compares the response from an obfuscated circuit to the oracle to find DIPs, if we restrict the access of functional response through scan chains. However, a greater challenge lies when the designer places the key gates uniformly in an SoC. This is often necessary to obfuscate the netlist to hide most of its functionality. An attacker does not necessarily perform the SAT-based attacks to extract the key when they are distributed throughout the netlist. An adversary can simply search the entire key space (brute force) to find out the key. In Section III-A, we will present brute force attacks to find the key. However, brute force attacks can be unfeasible when the keys are placed in larger cones (e.g., 128 inputs). An improved version of brute force attack (we call as greedy attack) can help an adversary to find the key by using a small number of random patterns (see Section III-B for details). Toward addressing these vulnerabilities, this project focuses on designing an obfuscated circuit such that it can withstand SAT-based, brute force, and greedy attacks.

III. ATTACKS ON EXISTING LOGIC OBfuscATION TECHNIQUES

Modern electronic designs are sequential in nature and consist of combinational logic and memory elements. The outputs of a sequential circuit depend both on the inputs and its internal state. Generating test vectors to test a sequential circuit is extremely challenging as it is required to initialize the internal state before applying a pattern and then carry the response to the primary output (PO) [23]. This leads to adopt scan design, where controllability and observability are provided for the memory elements (FFs). The basic idea of scan is to convert the sequential circuit to its combinational equivalent. Each combinational block can be tested simultaneously through the scan chains. It is now very relevant to analyze the security of the obfuscated sequential circuits. In this section, we present two different attacks that can partially (full) recover the obfuscation key for sequential circuits.

A. Brute Force Attack Based on Logic Cones

For the uniform obfuscation of a netlist, it is required to distribute the key throughout the netlist such that the circuit produces incorrect result most of the time. This can create a new vulnerability that an adversary can estimate the key by using exhaustive search when a key gate is placed in a smaller cone. We call this attack as brute force attack based on logic cones, which was first introduced by Lee and Touba [55]. Brute force attack is very important to evaluate the security strength of an obfuscated design.

Brute force attacks can be performed through the scan chains, which are inserted into a design to provide manufacturing test support [23]. This insertion of scan chains converts a sequential circuit to its combinational equivalent and contains hundreds/thousands of cones with varying input sizes. If a key gate is placed in a cone with smaller number of inputs, an adversary can perform an exhaustive search to estimate the key value. In order to get a better understanding of brute force attack, it is necessary to analyze attacker’s effort (AE), which can be defined as the total number of trials to estimate the key. In this attack scenario, an adversary tries all possible combinations of key and input values of a cone and observes the output of the locked circuit. For a correct key, the output must be equal to the output of that cone of an unlocked functional IC (oracle).

Let us assume a cone with $n$ logic inputs and $m$ key inputs. Here, $X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{2^n}\} \subseteq \{0, 1\}^n$ represents all inputs patterns, and $K = \{k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_{2^m}\} \subseteq \{0, 1\}^m$ denotes all possible keys. Now, the input/output relations of the cone are represented by a function $F$, such that $Y = F(X)$. Similarly, for an obfuscated cone, it becomes $Y = F(X, K)$. For an unlocked circuit $F(x) = F(x, k_O)$ $\forall x \in X$, where $k_O$ is the obfuscation key. A brute force attack verifies for every $k_j \in K$ if

$$F(x, k_O) \approx F(x, k_j) \quad \forall x \in X.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The hypothesis key $k_j$ becomes the obfuscation key, $k_O$ if 1 holds.

Here, the AE becomes $O(2^{n+m})$ for a logic cone. Let us now study the case, where the keys are uniformly distributed across the design. The $m$-bit obfuscation key is distributed into $r$ cones, where $i$th cone receives $m_i$-bit key, and $\sum_{i=0}^{r} (m_i) = m$. Here, we assume that a key bit is routed only to one cone. The (AE) for cone $i$ becomes $O(2^{m_i+m})$. The overall AE will be $AE = \max(AE_i)$ as all the cones
can be tested simultaneously through the scan chains (see details in McCluskey’s verification test paper [56]). We call this complexity as “best-case” where an adversary can perform the attack simultaneously.

We will now present a short example to describe the complexity of this attack. Fig. 2 shows a sequential circuit, where seven key gates are placed. We assume that the circuit contains four logic cones, namely, C1, C2, C3, and C4 where, C1 and C2 have one overlapping input. The circuit has six inputs and two outputs. For simplicity, we assume that the circuit contains one scan chain (highlighted in dotted red). To find the correct key, an adversary will try all possible combinations. Thus, an adversary can brute force all the cones simultaneously through scan chains to estimate the complete m-bit key, when the key bits distributed across the circuit. He/she can find a part of key if those keys are placed in a small cone. The strength of the obfuscation depends only on the cone size, rather than the total number of bits in the obfuscation key and the primary inputs (PIs) of a complete netlist.

We have performed a simulation on IWLS benchmarks [57] to analyze the number of cones that can be targeted for brute force attacks. Table I shows the cone analysis for six different benchmarks. Based on Table I, we can find that the cone size in the netlist varies from a few inputs up to hundreds of inputs. For a small benchmark (e.g., S35932) all the cones have less than 16 inputs. For benchmark S38584, percentage of cones (PC) with less than 16 inputs is 78.49% and PC with less than 64 inputs is 100%. For these smaller benchmarks, an adversary can simulate all input and key combinations to find out the obfuscation key. As mentioned before that an SoC designer’s objective is to place the key gates uniformly to have an higher obfuscation impact on the circuit. Each cone may have very few key gates. For larger benchmarks (e.g., b19), PC with less than 16 inputs is 6.8%, whereas PC with less than 32 inputs, and greater than 16 inputs is 5.14%. Thus, an adversary can find few key bits if the keys are uniformly distributed across the circuit. However, an SoC designer can place the keys in larger cones to prevent this attack.

B. Greedy Attacks on Logic Cones

Brute force is an efficient approach to obtain the key value especially when the cone size is small. However, when the size of the cone becomes larger, the brute force attack may not be feasible as the AE remains exponential complexity with the number of inputs. In this section, we present a novel attack that greatly reduces AE for a circuit. We refer to this attack as greedy attack. Instead of applying every input combinations, an adversary greedily selects a few patterns to recover the secret key.

In greedy attack, an adversary simulates a cone with few random patterns. Then, the same patterns are applied to the same cone of an unlocked chip (oracle) to receive the correct response. If the comparison fails, it is guaranteed that the hypothesis key used during simulation is not the obfuscation key. The greedy attacks iterate all possible key combinations to rule out all hypothesis keys. Note that the number of key bits is very small for uniform obfuscation. This is a probabilistic attack, and it cannot guarantee to find the obfuscation key. However, our experimental results show that we can rule out a hypothesis key with few random patterns in most of the cases.

Greedy Attack: The hypothesis key, \( k_j \) is not the obfuscation key if

\[
\exists x \in X^P: \quad F(x, k_j) \neq F(x, k_O). \tag{2}
\]

\( X^P \) is the set of \( p \) randomly selected patterns. The complexity of greedy attack is \( O(p \times 2^m) \approx O(p) \), where \( m_j \) (can be
attacks. Alternatively, we can state that we require a design technique that can effectively circumvent all these different based attacks. Our objective is to design an obfuscation from three different attacks—brute force, greedy, and SAT-based attacks. The obfuscation scheme must address all such attacks.

Table II shows the simulation results for few small cones (see Table II) and 200K random patterns for large cones (see Table III). We use a Perl script to extract few cones from benchmarks b17, b18 and b19, and use VCS to perform the simulation.

Table II shows the simulation results for few small cones (less than 128 bits) from the ITC 99 benchmarks. We apply 10K random input patter for a small cone size (see Table II) and 200K random patterns for large cones (see Table III). We use a Perl script to extract few cones from benchmarks b17, b18 and b19, and use VCS to perform the simulation.

Table II shows the simulation results for few small cones (less than 128 bits) from the ITC 99 benchmarks. We apply 10K random input patters for a small cone size (see Table II) and 200K random patterns for large cones (see Table III). We use a Perl script to extract few cones from benchmarks b17, b18 and b19, and use VCS to perform the simulation.

Table III shows the greedy attack on large cones. The larger cones require more random patterns to find a mismatch that satisfies 2. We apply 200k randomly patterns. It generally takes less than a minute to apply all these patterns to perform this attack. The simulation is performed in HP Z840 Workstation with Intel Xeon E5-2620 v3 (2.4 GHz/6 cores) processor and 64 GB of RAM. The majority of the cases, the adversary finds an incorrect result most of the cases.

Table III shows the greedy attack on large cones. The larger cones require more random patterns to find a mismatch that satisfies 2. We apply 200k randomly patterns. It generally takes less than a minute to apply all these patterns to perform this attack. The simulation is performed in HP Z840 Workstation with Intel Xeon E5-2620 v3 (2.4 GHz/6 cores) processor and 64 GB of RAM. The majority of the cases, the adversary finds an incorrect result most of the cases.

In summary, existing logic obfuscation techniques suffer from three different attacks—brute force, greedy, and SAT-based attacks. Our objective is to design an obfuscation technique that can effectively circumvent all these different attacks. Alternatively, we can state that we require a design solution that prevents access to the response of a logic cone through scan chains. Without an oracle, an adversary cannot compare the simulation results with the oracle and perform such attacks.

IV. PROPOSED DESIGN-FOR-SECURITY IMPLEMENTATION

A. Requirements of DFS Implementation

This section provides an in-depth analysis for all the requirements for successfully preventing IC overproduction, manufacturing rejection, and IP piracy.

1) Attack Resistance: The netlist must be designed in such a way that the chip never leaks the key (during either tests or normal functions), which makes the design resistant to various known attacks [1], [24], [40], [45], [48]. Finding of a key must satisfy NP completeness, and the key must be kept long enough such that brute force attacks become impractical. In addition, the key must be resistant to RE attack, where an attacker must not find the key by looking at the circuit netlist. Direct mapping of the key bits to XOR or XNOR gates are prohibited.

2) Uniform Distribution of the Key: The key gates need to be placed uniformly to a design to obfuscate its significant part. As the modern designs are sequential in nature, care needs to be taken to place a key gate. It can be subjected to brute force attacks (see Section III-A). It can also be vulnerable to greedy attacks (see Section III-B) irrespective of the size of the cone. In addition, any cones are subjected to SAT-based attacks. The obfuscation scheme must address all these attacks.

3) Structural Test Capability Without the Key: Allowing structural tests before the activation is one of the key requirements for preventing the overproduction of chips. It is necessary to add capability which permits a foundry or assembly to perform structural tests right after manufacturing and discard the defective chips. One can argue that tests can be performed at the SoC designer's site. However, it requires additional test setup for the SoC designers, which they may not have. In addition, it is not wise to send chips to the SoC designers without tests which require addition transportation. However, the greater challenge is that the foundry cannot stabilize the process unless they monitor the outcome. Thus, it is absolutely required that the tests have to be performed at the manufacturing site.

4) Postsilicon Validation and Debug Capability: The circuits must be modified in such a way that it does not impact the postsilicon validation and debug, where the chips generally run at speed and scan dumps may be required to obtain high observability of internal nodes.

5) Full In-System Test Capability: The obfuscated circuit must support in-system test capability. It is absolutely necessary that a chip does not leak key information to its POs while it is in functional mode. In this mode, a set of functional test vectors is required to test a design. While testing, it is required that each module (IPs) to be initialized to the desired state. Setting that state of a complex industrial circuit through PI becomes a major challenge and could potentially take millions of clock cycles [60]. Thus, test engineers often shift the state
through existing design-for-test (DFT) structure [61]. It is thus required that keys do not impose any limitation to this hybrid testing.

B. Proposed Design-for-Security Architecture

The objective in designing the new DFS architecture is to prevent the key getting exposed during manufacturing tests. We have mentioned in Section IV-A that if the key information is captured during a test, it will eventually be exposed to the POs of a working (unlocked) chip and an adversary can effectively retrieve the key.

Table IV shows our proposed SC architecture used for design for security. We modify the scan cell in such a way that it can effectively retrieve the key.

![Proposed SC architecture](image)

**TABLE IV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>M0</td>
<td>The chip is in functional mode. The secure cell applies key to the logic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>The secure cell holds its previous value. The rest of the circuit is in functional/shift mode depending on the SE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>The SC becomes scan cell and it becomes a part of the scan chain.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 shows our proposed SC architecture used for design for security. We modify the scan cell in such a way that it can hold its previous state. The output of $\text{FF}_k$ is fed back to the its input through a multiplexer (MUX). As the MUX has four inputs, we need one additional Test pin for the MUX control. Depending on the value of Test and SE pins, a particular input is selected. The key bit ($k$) and scan in (SI) are connected to the first and fourth inputs of the MUX, respectively. The output of $\text{FF}_k$ is connected to the second and third inputs, which provides the capability to hold its previous state.

The SC operates in three different modes based on Test and SE, which is shown in Table IV. In mode M0, $\text{FF}_k$ captures the key $k$, which represents the normal functionality of the unlocked chip. The chip will be operated in this mode while it is in the field. In mode M1, the SC continues to hold its previous state. This mode provides test and debug capability without letting the key to be exposed as $\text{FF}_k$ continues to hold its previous state. Thus, no key information is captured in M1. Note that the rest of the circuit becomes functional mode when SE = 0 and scan mode (shift in or shift out) when SE = 1. Finally, SC becomes the scan cell at mode M2 and $\text{FF}_k$ becomes a part of a scan chain.

1) Manufacturing Test: The implementation of manufacturing tests using our proposed SC does not require any additional modifications in the existing test infrastructure. Note that the key is not programmed at this stage (see Fig. 7). It is required to keep Test pin active high (logic 1) during the test. During the scan shift-in phase, the SCs become a part of a scan chain ($\{\text{Test, SE}\} = \{1, 1\} = M2$) and receive values generated by the ATPG tool. Note that the key gate ($k$) (see Fig. 3) is directly reachable from the SI.

During the test response capture, the rest of the circuit becomes functional while the SCs hold their current state ($\{\text{Test, SE}\} = \{1, 0\} = M1$). No key bits are captured in the SCs as they continue to hold the states received during scan shift-in phase. This helps us to eliminate all the attacks completely. Finally, the captured functional responses are shifted out through the scan chain ($\{\text{Test, SE}\} = \{1, 1\} = M2$).

2) Postsilicon Debug and Validation: Complex modern designs can suffer from subtle logic and electrical design bugs that escape design verification and are only discovered in first silicon. This necessitates support for postsilicon validation, and if a bug is discovered, its diagnosis followed by design changes to correct the problem. Postsilicon debug is extremely challenging, and at a minimum requires both a fully functional test (on the activated design) as well as extensive scan test support. This extent of intrusive testing of the fully functional circuit can make it vulnerable to key discovery through SAT-based attacks or other formal tools. We therefore allow such full testing only in a secure design environment, with the key again applied through the scan chain, even if it is already programmed.

Full scan tests on the fully functional circuit are performed in mode M1 (Table IV). Recall that in this mode, with the scan enable low (functional mode), the programmed key bits are not captured in the SCs from where they are presented to the logic; instead, the SCs are designed to hold and retain their current value. Thus, if the key bits are shifted into the SCs during the scan shift in M2, and the scan enable (SE) is then lowered to the functional mode (M1), the scanned in key bits will be retained in the SCs ensuring unlocked functional operation as long as the scan enable stays low. Single or multicycle tests can be performed and the results shifted out (M2).

3) Functional Tests: The functional test can only be performed after the activation of the chips. Mode M0 supports functional tests. Functional patterns are applied to the PIs of a chip, and the responses are collected at the POs. It is required to initialize the finite state machine of a design before actual tests are performed, and sometimes could lead to millions of clock cycles [60]. Test engineers often shift this initialization...
state through existing scan architecture. Mode $M_2$ can be used to shift this state to the design, and then, it is switched to mode $M_0$.

4) Mode Control: An important restriction on switching between different operation modes for the SC is absolutely necessary for maintaining security. Switching from $M_0$ to $M_2$ ($M_0 \rightarrow M_2$ or $M_0 \rightarrow M_1$ ($Test = 1$) $\rightarrow M_2$) cannot be permissible. To be specific, any positive transition at the Test pin will not be permitted. The key will be captured in $M_0$ and be shifted out while the cell is in $M_2$, if we allow this to happen. In addition, we will not allow shift out when Test is not asserted (i.e., $Test = 0$), which will prevent an adversary getting scan data (from SC to end of the scan chain may be shifted out while setting SE $= 1$) during Test $= 0$.

Fig. 5 shows our proposed architecture to restrict scan data access. We have added a series of OR gates at the output of the compressor (Test data compression is widely accepted by the industry [41], [42]), which is highlighted in green. The output of the test suppressor (TS) block becomes always 1 when the output of the OR gate (denoted by $O$) is asserted. One can place TS block before the compressor; however, the number of OR gates will be increased significantly.

The output of the OR gate $O$ becomes 1 when one or both inputs become 1. This ensures that an adversary cannot access scan data while Test $= 0$, which is one of the requirements for protecting the key. Now, we need to make sure that there is no positive transition on the Test pin.

Fig. 6 shows a pulse generator, when it experiences a positive transition of the Test pin. The delay unit consists of odd number of inverters and is fed to an AND gate $A$. A pulse with duration $\Delta t$ is generated at the output of gate $A$. The width of this pulse $\Delta t$ can be controlled by manipulating the number of inverters.

The output of the AND gate $A$ is fed to the clock input of the FF shown in Fig. 5. When the FF detects a pulse, logic 1 will be captured and its output becomes 1 permanently. This FF can be cleared once during power up or after certain clock cycles (length of the scan chain) depending on one’s choice. It is worth mentioning here that the Test pin can also be fed to the clock input of FF.

5) Secure Cell Placement: Higher fault coverage (FC) is often required to ensure the high yield of good chips [23]. In a circuit, there are many untestable faults due to the controllability and/or observability issues. Test point insertion is widely used to detect many of these untestable faults and thus increase the FC of a circuit. Our proposed SC can be used as a test point. Thus, the objective of placing a SC (e.g., one key bit) in the netlist in such a way that it provides the detection capability of untestable faults.

Algorithm 1 determines the key location such that FC can be increased by sorting the nets (fault locations) based on the number of faults present in them. The two scenarios may arise. First, the number of such nets ($L$) is greater than key size, $|K|$ (lines 5–9). This may arise when the design has many untestable faults and we have enough nets to place the key gates. Second, the number of such nets, $L$ is less than key size, $|K|$ (lines 11–18). $L$ key gates are placed first (lines 11–14), and the remaining key gates are placed randomly (lines 15–18). Note that the SC introduces few new faults to the design that can reduce the overall FC.

V. PROPOSED FLOW FOR ENABLING TRUST IN IC MANUFACTURING AND TEST

The primary requirement for preventing IC overproduction and IP piracy is to obfuscate a design with a key which is
resistant to all known lines of attack. The design must support all the requirements (mentioned in Section IV-A) for the obfuscation key. The manufacturing tests can be performed at the foundry and/or package assembly as these tests do not require any key. It is also important to implement manufacturing tests before the activation of chips as an untrusted foundry can manipulate the yield information (the ratio of the defect free chips to the total number of chips) with the SoC designer and stockpile a large number of chips without contributing any design costs. In addition, it can source defective or out-of-specification chips to the market if the chips are activated before the manufacturing tests. Thus, it is necessary to activate the chips in a trusted environment such that an untrusted entity cannot get any undue advantages. In summary, manufacturing tests can be performed at any untrusted site; however, activation must be executed at a trusted site. It is also important to note that postsilicon validation and debug require the chip to be fully functional (activated) with full structural test capability enabled.

Fig. 7 shows the overview of our proposed flow for enabling trust in IC manufacturing and test. This flow is exactly the same as existing IC design and fabrication process, except for the lock insertion, DFS, and activation stages. The process starts with the RTL design phase, and then, it goes through synthesis to obtain gate level netlist (GLN). A set of key gates are now inserted to lock the GLN, which can only be unlocked through a proper key. We recommend adopting one existing RE-resistant lock insertion technique [24] such that an adversary cannot find the key by simply observing the key gates. Note that the left half of Fig. 7 highlighted in green (design phase, activation, and post-silicon validation and debug) is under designer’s control and is trusted. On the other hand, the right half of Fig. 7 highlighted in red (fabrication and packaging, manufacturing tests, and deployment) is untrusted.

Even if the keys are resistant to RE, an adversary can still discover the key by using brute force, greedy, and SAT-based attacks. To avoid the key being exposed to these attacks, we propose to insert novel secure scan cells (see Section IV-B for details) to the key gates. This makes the keys resistant to known manufacturing test-related attacks. As all the key gates are reachable through these SCs, it is not required to provide key information to the ATPG tool for generating test patterns. It is worth mentioning that the keys now satisfy all the requirements mentioned in Section IV-A. After DFS stage, the design is moved to the place and route (P&R) stage, and then Graphic Database System II files are created. Finally, they are sent to foundry for fabrication and packaging.

After manufacturing the first batch of chips, the foundry performs manufacturing tests and sends to the SoC designer for post-silicon validation and debug, where it validates correct behavior in actual application environments. Any bugs may have been undetected previously during presilicon verification. During this stage, the SoC designer performs many different tests (combination of structural and functional) and observes the internal states to detect and diagnose any bugs. Our proposed DFS architecture provides the post-silicon validation and debug support which is absolutely required for SoC design and fabrication process.

Once the post-silicon validation and debug is complete, the SoC designer provides the contract to a foundry to fabricate a certain number of chips. After fabrication, the foundry performs manufacturing tests and sends the defect-free dies to the assembly for packaging. The assembly performs final tests and sends back the chips to the SoC designer for activation. Finally, SoC designer activates the chips and sends them to the market for deployment. In-system functional tests can be performed on these activated chips in the field to test for their correct functionality.

Note that the left half of Fig. 7 highlighted in green (design phase, activation and post-silicon validation and debug) is under designer’s control and is trusted. On the other hand, the right half of Fig. 7 highlighted in red (fabrication and packaging, manufacturing tests, and deployment) is untrusted and the keys may get compromised due to various attacks (SAT, RE, etc.). As the key information is not leaked (see Section IV-B) for our proposed design during any tests, we can safely say that these attacks are ineffective in extracting the key.

VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Security Analysis

Ensuring security by protecting the key being exposed to an adversary is our prime objective. In this section, we will present different known attacks for security evaluation.

1) Attack Resistance: All different attacks (e.g., brute force, greedy, and SAT-based attacks) are primarily based on the actual observation of the response of a logic cone through
the scan chains of a circuit. As long as the key information is captured during functional mode and then dumping the responses through scan chains, the key will be exposed to the aforementioned attacks. Our proposed design is resistant to these attacks as the SC prevents an adversary to capture key information while testing. SC is designed in such a way that it holds its previous state when the chip experiences tests. In addition, we impose restrictions for mode switching (mode M0 to mode M2) to access scan data. An adversary cannot extract functional response through the scan chains. He/She can only observe all 1s, when he/she tries to dump the scan data which contain the key information.

Now one may argue that an adversary can perform SAT-based attacks by observing the functional responses. The inability of the attacker in our approach to use the blocked scan chains in a legally acquired unlocked chip limits the attacker’s ability to obtain the complete set of internal FF states from an available functional part. Only the small number of input/output signals, along with perhaps a few additional signals captured in accessible internal memory, is available as input data for the SAT solver in its attempt to evaluate the obfuscation key. The logic states of the much large number of internal FFs (in each execution state) are no longer available as traces and must be computed by the SAT solver through extensive analysis over many sequential time frames. Consequently, the number of unassigned variables explodes dramatically for the SAT solver. Informally, this increase in computational complexity can loosely be compared to the increase in complexity of sequential ATPG over that of single time frame scan-based combinational ATPG. Practical state-of-the-art SAT solvers today are unable to handle sequential analysis for large designs beyond a few dozen time frames due to the explosion in problem size [62], [63]. Thus, our approach clearly makes mounting a SAT attack extremely difficult, if not impossible. Earlier proposals that allow scan data (key) from this working chip (bypassed our security) to be dumped by the mode control logic (see Fig. 5) and write a permanent "zero" value at the output of the OR gate, O. In this case, an adversary has the full control of changing the modes (M0 to M2) and perform SAT-based attacks to find the key. Fortunately, this attack can easily be detected by the SoC designers and can be prevented. If the foundry manufacture chips with the tampered masks and send chips to the SoC designer for activation, he can easily detect the tampering by switching the modes and observe data. The scan data will be all 1s if it was not tampered.

Now an untrusted foundry can maintain two (one tampered and one genuine) sets of masks, and send chips to the SoC designer those are manufactured with genuine masks. For the worst case, it can send one tampered chip (fabricated with the tampered masks) along all genuine chips hoping that the SoC designer will burn the key and thus can get hold of the scan data (key) from this working chip (bypassed our security measures). To circumvent this attack, the SoC designer needs to verify the chip before activating. It is important to note that the reputation of a foundry will be demolished if the SoC designer detects tampering. Moreover, it is extremely expensive to design a new set of masks, we believe that there is little economic incentive for an untrusted foundry to maintain two different sets of masks.

B. Area Overhead Analysis

The area overhead for our proposed approach is primarily resulted from four parts.

1) SC module: This SC contains two parts: a 4-to-1 MUX and a scan FF. The SC can switch among three modes: functional mode, hold mode, and scan mode. Based on our proposed structure, this will not disclose the key during any time. For a single SC (a 4-to-1 MUX and a scan FF), it usually contains 20 gates. The number of SCs are equal to the key length |K|, as each key bit is fed to a different SC. We require 256 (128) SCs when |K| is 256 (128) to maintain long-term security. The approximate gate count for an SC is around 20.
2) **Keys gates**: The size due to keys also depends on the length of chip unlock key. To implement one key bit, we need one XOR/XNOR gate.

3) **Test suppression**: The number of OR gates is equal to the compressor output. We can safely assume that we require 100 OR gates for Test Suppression.

4) **Mode control**: We need approximately 20 gates to implement this module.

From the above analysis, we conclude that the majority of the overhead results from the SCs (number of key bits). The total gate count for our proposed approach is approximately 5200 when we consider 256-bit key. This can be reduced significantly to 2700 when the key is 128 bit long. For a large benchmark (e.g., b19), the area overhead is less than 1% (see Column 11 of Table V). However, it can be very less (∝1%) for a modern industrial design with millions of gates. **Note that we need one additional pin (Test) to provide DFS support.**

### C. Simulation Results

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed DFS architecture, we use Synopsys tools (Design Compiler [58], TetraMax [64], and VCS [59]) to perform the simulation by using Synopsys 32-nm SAED32 EDK Generic Library [65] on IWLS 2005 [57] benchmark circuits. Table V shows the test metrics comparison between different methods. We compare the test coverage and pattern counts among the original netlist with no locks (denoted as ORG), key gate-inserted netlist (KEY) and our proposed DFS-inserted netlist (DFS). Column 2 shows the size of the obfuscation key, which represents the number of key gates to be insert into the netlist. Columns 3–5 represent the test coverage. The test coverage for KEY is computed by applying a preset key (all 0s) during test pattern generation; on the other hand, we do not need any key information for DFS. Column 6 represents the percentage change of the test coverage from KEY to DFS. We do not expect any significant change in the test coverage. However, we loose a small percentage for some benchmarks. This can be due to the added faults from the MUX of the DFS architecture. Similar analysis can be performed for the test pattern counts (shown in Columns 7–9). We see a minor increase in the pattern counts for moderate and large size benchmarks.

### VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a novel SC design for implementing DFS infrastructure that successfully prevents the leaking of obfuscation key to an adversary, and thus establishes trust in semiconductor manufacturing. First, our proposed SC disables scan dump after functional mode. This provides a complete protection against all different attacks that require an oracle (an unlocked functional chip) to compare the simulation responses. As scan dump is not allowed during normal operations using scan chains, an adversary cannot have access to the functional responses of an unlocked chip. Second, our proposed SC enables manufacturing tests before the activation of chips, which is absolutely necessary to prevent unauthorized overproduction of chips. This allows the fully scan-based tests at the foundry on the obfuscated design. Finally, the DFS architecture provides complete support for post-Si validation and debug to ensure perfect compliance to its specifications by correcting subtle logic and electrical design bugs that escape design verification and are only discovered in first silicon. In summary, our proposed solution provides a secure metering and obfuscation technique without modifying the existing IC manufacturing and test flow with the cost of a small area overhead. However, we need one additional pin (Test) to provide DFS support.

### Table V: Test Metric Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Key Bits</th>
<th>Test Coverage</th>
<th>Pattern Count</th>
<th>Area Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ORG</td>
<td>KEY</td>
<td>DFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s35932</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s35854</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s3847</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b17</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>99.92%</td>
<td>99.91%</td>
<td>99.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b18</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>99.54%</td>
<td>99.60%</td>
<td>99.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b19</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>99.85%</td>
<td>99.65%</td>
<td>99.64%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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